
!
Tech and Hospitality Rider!

RTTRSPRT

Artists bring:!

- Electronic instruments: Elektron 

Octatrack, Nord Modular G2 

Engine, Eventide Space, Livid 

CTRL:R. !

- Visuals computer (Apple Mac 

Pro, with VGA/HDMI/DVI 

adapter) with audio interface 

(RME Fireface 400). !!
Need: !

- Possibility to connect two TRS 

balanced mono connections.!

- Possibility to connect VGA, 

HDMI or DVI at stage from 

computer adapter.!

- 8 power outlets, on ”audio 

power” in venue.!

- Table minimum 180-200 x 80 cm 

with a height of 85-100 cm. !!

PA-System details:!

A PROFESSIONAL QUALITY STEREO PA-system, 3 or 4 ways, subs and mid-

hi speakers on each side, suited to the venue (Funktion-One, L-acoustics, 

Meyer, d&b or equivalent). It should render a clear sound, with no noise, in the 

frequency range 20-20.000Hz. The system should cover the entire audience 

area. To be expected; powerful bass, crystal-clear mid frequencies and crisp 

highs. The volume setting should be at a powerful but not danger level.!

FOH and monitor systems must be fully functional and in a show ready state, 

with all requested inputs line-checked. It is expected that all equipment 

provided is of professional quality, in perfect working condition, producing no 

hiss, buzz, hums or clicks.!

Monitor-System:!

2 monitors of the same brand as the PA-System.!!
Projections details:!

A professional projector with at least 4000 AnsiLumen (at a pitch black room) 

preferable with 4:3 aspect ratio. Stronger projector is needed i the room is 

lighter. VGA, HDMI or DVI output from artist computer. !

Projection screen:!

Non transparent good quality front projection screen or white wall, should be 

perceived as large in the venue. Preferable in 4:3 format. Minimum size 6 x 4 

meters. 

For questions about the tech rider 

please contact: tech@rttrsprt.com

Hospitality:!

Vegetarian food (No meat, no fish. But dairy products and eggs are ok).!

Local tasteful beer. Sparkling water and coffee is also nice. 
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